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             Baldy Castillo Invitational - 3/21/2008 to 3/22/2008              
                     Joe Selleh Track at Sun Angel Stadium                     
                                    Results                                    
 
Women 100 Meter Dash
========================================================================
Venue Record: V 11.13  1985        Merlene Ottey, Los Angeles TC               
 Meet Record: M 11.27  1998        Kwajalein Butler, LSU                       
 NCAA Region: # 11.75                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
Finals
  1 Parrish, Donniece            Kansas State             11.87  +0.0  1 
  2 Honeycutt, Marnyka           Kansas State             11.91  +0.0  1 
  3 Fisher, Lauren            JR Kansas State             12.51  +0.0  1 
  4 Salehpoor, Asal           FR New Mexico               12.56  +0.0  1 
  5 Torsell, Diane            SO Manhattan                12.60  +0.0  1 
  6 Keeling, Christyn         FR New Mexico               12.65  +0.0  1 
  7 Baker, Denise             FR Kansas State             12.74   0.1  2 
  8 Fritz, Sharon             JR Marquette                13.05   0.1  2 
  9 Rucker, Hannah            FR Mesa CC                  13.44   0.1  2 
 -- Fagerlund, Siri           FR Manhattan                  DNF  +0.0  1 
 
Women 200 Meter Dash
========================================================================
Venue Record: V 22.96  2005        Monique Henderson, UCLA                     
 Meet Record: M 23.28  2000        Donica Merriman, Ohio State                 
 NCAA Region: # 23.96                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Sallins, Melinda             Unattached               24.30  +0.0  1 
  2 Burr, Ariel               SR New Mexico               24.49  +0.0  1 
  3 Walpool, Tiara            FR Kansas State             24.89  +0.0  1 
  4 Mills, Candice            SR Kansas State             24.96  +0.0  1 
  5 Herring, LaKeisha         FR Kansas State             25.63  +0.0  1 
  6 Hejde, Stephanie          SO Kansas State             26.08  +0.0  2 
  7 Keeling, Christyn         FR New Mexico               26.09  +0.0  2 
  8 Hinton, Jessica           JR Seattle Pacific          26.12  +0.0  1 
  9 Henderson, Samantha       FR Mesa CC                  26.23  +0.0  2 
 10 Gonzalez, Alexandra       FR Kansas State             26.48  +0.0  2 
	  11	  Brown,	  Roshawnda	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  26.60	  	  +0.0	  	  1	  
 12 Nally, Madeline           FR Manhattan                27.52  +0.0  2 
 13 Rucker, Hannah            FR Mesa CC                  27.78  +0.0  2 
 
Women 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================
Venue Record: V 51.59  1993        Danette Young, West Coast TC                
 Meet Record: M 52.86  2002        Carolyn Jackson, Tucson Elite TC            
 NCAA Region: # 54.61                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Sallins, Melinda             Unattached               55.40   1 
  2 Zarrella, Christina       JR New Mexico               57.39   1 
  3 Stoll, Natalie            SO Dartmouth                57.81   1 
  4 Tanner, Alexandra         FR Dartmouth                57.90   1 
  5 Shchnell, Lindsey            AZ Elite                 58.40   1 
  6 Wood, Kaleigh             FR Dartmouth                58.98   2 
  7 Hargrove, Jackie          FR Manhattan              1:00.21   1 
  8 Bankert, Robin            SR Dartmouth              1:01.50   2 
  9 Nally, Madeline           FR Manhattan              1:02.68   2 
 
Women 800 Meter Run
================================================================
Venue Record: V 2:01.71  1996        Meredith Rainey, Foot Locker TC           
 Meet Record: M 2:06.35  2004        Alisa Harvey, Unattached                  
 NCAA Region: # 2:09.80                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
	  	  1	  Hardt,	  Kari	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  2:09.86	  	  
  2 Bonds, Morgan             SR Kansas State           2:10.68  
	  	  3	  Macedon,	  D'Metra	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  2:13.11	  	  
  4 Ramos, Beverly            SO Kansas State           2:13.68  
  5 Verdoliva, Sarah          JR Marquette              2:14.83  
  6 Lisa, Anderberg           SO Seattle Pacific        2:14.96  
  7 Dittemore, Emily             Kansas State           2:15.64  
  8 Millin, Katlin            SO Marquette              2:15.88  
	  	  9	  Nelson,	  Lisa	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  2:19.89	  	  
 10 Bernarde, Angela          JR Manhattan              2:23.34  
 
Women 1500 Meter Run
================================================================
Venue Record: V 4:15.13  1992        Patti Sue Plummer, Nike International     
	  Meet	  Record:	  M	  4:20.86	  	  2001	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Lisa	  Aguilera,	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 NCAA Region: # 4:27.80                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Mendez, Liliani           JR Kansas State           4:23.90# 
  2 Shchnell, Lindsey            AZ Elite               4:25.41# 
  3 Peller, Cassie            SR Marquette              4:25.85# 
  4 Ramos, Beverly            SO Kansas State           4:29.47  
	  	  5	  Spadafino,	  Angela	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4:34.42	  	  
  6 Tabor, Laura              SO Dartmouth              4:38.63  
  7 Chambers, Kaitlyn         SR Marquette              4:40.19  
  8 Dittemore, Emily             Kansas State           4:45.10  
  9 Consiglio, Mary           SO Manhattan              4:47.57  
	  	  9	  Lemieux,	  Whitney	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4:47.57	  	  
 11 Imhof, Andrea             FR Dartmouth              4:48.98  
 12 Van Arnam, Marcy          JR Dartmouth              4:52.30  
 13 Owen, Dani                SO Marquette              4:52.61  
 14 Bernarde, Angela          JR Manhattan              4:57.23  
	  15	  Caloia,	  Chelsea	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4:58.31	  	  
 16 Brasher, Lynn             SO New Mexico             5:21.74  
 
Women 3000 Meter Run
================================================================
Venue Record: V 9:09.67  1985        Lisa Martin, Nike                         
 Meet Record: M 9:16.17  3/22/2008   Renee Metivier, Nike                      
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Metivier, Renee              Nike                   9:16.17M 
  2 Larson, Jane              SO Seattle Pacific        9:49.48  
  3 Cunningham, Caitlin       JR Dartmouth             10:00.91  
  4 Campfield, Lauren         FR Dartmouth             10:02.08  
	  	  5	  Olson,	  Camille	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  10:02.90	  	  
	  	  6	  Duke,	  Krystal	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  10:06.50	  	  
  7 Pelzel, Kristin           FR Marquette             10:08.83  
  8 Rankovic, Jelena          SO Manhattan             10:20.25  
  9 Harline, Kate             SO Seattle Pacific       10:26.71  
 10 Ortiz, Vanessa            SO New Mexico            10:31.09  
 11 Consiglio, Mary           SO Manhattan             10:32.68  
 12 Devine, Addie             JR Northern Arizona      10:32.96  
 13 Cassady, Hana             FR Northern Arizona      10:49.95  
 14 Velarde, Melanie          SR New Mexico            10:53.47  
 15 Perreault, Eryka          SR Manhattan             10:56.41  
 16 Dvoracek, Lauren          SR Northern Arizona      11:01.75  
 -- Farley, Laura                Unattached                 DNF  
 
Women 100 Meter Hurdles
=====================================================================
Venue Record: V 12.93  1992        Lynda Tolbert, Nike Coast TC                
 Meet Record: M 12.97  2000        Donica Merriman, Ohio State                 
 NCAA Region: # 13.95                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
=====================================================================
  1 Fagerlund, Siri           FR Manhattan                14.33   1.1 
	  	  2	  Brown,	  Roshawnda	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  14.51	  	  	  1.1	  
  3 Baker, Denise             FR Kansas State             14.54   1.1 
  4 Michelotti, Victoria      SR Dartmouth                15.40   1.1 
  5 Henderson, Samantha       FR Mesa CC                  15.49   1.1 
  6 Hejde, Stephanie          SO Kansas State             15.84   1.1 
  7 Seidler, Mary             SO Unattached               19.65   1.1 
 
Women 400 Meter Hurdles
================================================================
Venue Record: V   55.61  1994        Debbie Barris, LSU                        
 Meet Record: M   57.77  1997        Tanya Jarrett, Central Arizona            
 NCAA Region: # 1:00.82                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Perkins, Kim              SO New Mexico             1:02.59  
  2 Darling, Alexandra        FR Unattached             1:04.89  
  3 Henery, Tommyka           FR Mesa CC                1:15.07  
 
Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase
================================================================
Venue	  Record:	  V	  	  9:51.65	  	  2003	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Lisa	  Aguilera,	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  Meet	  Record:	  M	  10:10.81	  	  2002	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Kelly	  MacDonald,	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 NCAA Region: # 10:52.10                                                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Henry, Kara               SR New Mexico            11:13.06  
  2 Rohde, Karin              SR Seattle Pacific       11:18.12  
  3 Strickler, Suzie          JR Seattle Pacific       11:23.59  
  4 Boosey, Carolyn           JR New Mexico            11:24.33  
  5 Ploskonka, Stasia         JR New Mexico            11:45.93  
 
Women 4x100 Meter Relay
================================================================
Venue Record: V 42.93  1994                                                    
                       D. Bowles, S. Echols, B. McDonald, D. Duhaney     
 Meet Record: M 44.37  2001        Indiana 'A', Indiana                        
 NCAA Region: # 45.80                                                          
    School                                               Finals 
================================================================
  1 Kansas State  'A'                                     46.04  
     1) Walpool, Tiara FR               2) Honeycutt, Marnyka             
     3) Mills, Candice SR               4) Parrish, Donniece              
  2 Manhattan  'A'                                        48.78  
     1) Fagerlund, Siri FR              2) Hargrove, Jackie FR            
     3) Marmbrandt, Malin SO            4) Nally, Madeline FR             
 
Women 4x400 Meter Relay
================================================================
Venue Record: V 3:29.77  1994        Arizona State                             
 Meet Record: M 3:36.64  2001        Arizona State 'A', Arizona State          
 NCAA Region: # 3:42.00                                                        
    School                                               Finals 
================================================================
  1 Kansas State  'A'                                   3:50.87  
     1) Walpool, Tiara FR               2) Parrish, Donniece              
     3) Honeycutt, Marnyka              4) Bonds, Morgan SR               
  2 Dartmouth  'A'                                      3:55.83  
     1) Wood, Kaleigh FR                2) Pydynkowski, Kara SR           
     3) Tanner, Alexandra FR            4) Stoll, Natalie SO              
  3 Marquette  'A'                                      3:58.31  
     1) Verdoliva, Sarah JR             2) Peller, Cassie SR              
     3) Chambers, Kaitlyn SR            4) Millin, Katlin SO              
  4 Dartmouth  'B'                                      4:09.60  
     1) Campfield, Lauren FR            2) Van Arnam, Marcy JR            




 Opening Height: 1.55m
 Then: 1.60, 1.65, 1.70, 1.75, 1.78, 1.81, 1.83, choice
Venue Record: V 1.96m  1996        Tisha Waller, Goldwin TC                    
 Meet Record: M 1.90m  2001        Gewn Wentland, Nike                         
 NCAA Region: # 1.75m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Peters, Tiyana            JR New Mexico               1.75m#   5-08.75 
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.78 
        O    O    O  XXX 
  2 James, Erynn              SO Marquette               J1.75m#   5-08.75 
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.78 
        O   XO    O  XXX 
  3 Henderson, Samantha       FR Mesa CC                  1.60m    5-03.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65 
        O    O  XXX 
  4 Rabas, Lana               JR Marquette               J1.60m    5-03.00 
     1.60 1.65 
      XXO  XXX 
  4 Styers, Cassie            SO Kansas State            J1.60m    5-03.00 
     1.60 1.65 
      XXO  XXX 
	  	  6	  Waterford,	  Alana	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1.55m	  	  	  	  5-­‐01.00	  
     1.55 1.60 
        O  XXX 
 -- Harrington, Nancy         JR Kansas State                NH            
1.55
      XXX 
 -- Nally, Madeline           FR Manhattan                   NH            
1.55




 Opening Height: 2.80m
 Progression: 2.95 | 3.10 | 3.25 | 3.40 | 3.55 | 3.70 | 3.85
 4.00 | 4.10 | 4.20 | 4.25 | 4.30 | athlete choice
Venue Record: V 4.30m  2007        Kelsey Hendry, Sky Athletics                
	  Meet	  Record:	  M	  4.20m	  	  2007	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  April	  Kubishta,	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 NCAA Region: # 3.80m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
	  	  1	  Kubishta,	  April	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4.15m#	  	  13-­‐07.25	  
     3.85 4.00 4.15 4.27 
        O  XXO    O  XXX 
  2 Harrington, Nancy         JR Kansas State             3.85m#  12-07.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 
        O    O   XO  XXX 
	  	  2	  Waterford,	  Alana	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  3.85m#	  	  12-­‐07.50	  
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 
        O    O   XO  XXX 
  4 Gonzalez, Alexandra       FR Kansas State            J3.85m#  12-07.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 
       XO    O  XXO  XXX 
  5 Schmid, Carrie            JR Marquette               J3.85m#  12-07.50 
     3.40 3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 
        O    O   XO  XXO  XXX 
  6 Peaslee, Mellisa          FR Seattle Pacific          3.70m   12-01.50 
     3.55 3.70 3.85 
        O   XO  XXX 
  7 Hauk, Carrie              FR Seattle Pacific         J3.70m   12-01.50 
     3.40 3.55 3.70 3.85 
        O    O   XO  XXX 
  8 Johnson, Whitney          JR New Mexico               3.55m   11-07.75 
     3.40 3.55 3.70 
        O   XO  XXX 
  9 Pew, Lauren               FR Mesa CC                 J3.55m   11-07.75 
     2.95 3.25 3.40 3.55 3.70 
       XO    O   XO   XO  XXX 
  9 Anderson, Monica          SR Seattle Pacific         J3.55m   11-07.75 
     3.40 3.55 3.70 
       XO  XXO  XXX 
 11 Graham, Erika             SR Dartmouth                3.40m   11-01.75 
     2.95 3.25 3.40 3.55 
        O    O    O  XXX 
 12 Wilkie, Liz               JR Marquette               J3.40m   11-01.75 
     3.25 3.40 3.55 
       XO    O  XXX 
	  13	  Wade,	  Alycia	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  J3.40m	  	  	  11-­‐01.75	  
     2.95 3.25 3.40 3.55 
        O   XO    O  XXX 
 14 Lundsten, Tracie          SO Seattle Pacific         J3.40m   11-01.75 
     3.25 3.40 3.55 
       XO  XXO  XXX 
 15 Majumdar, Aditi           SO New Mexico               3.25m   10-08.00 
     3.25 3.40 
       XO  XXX 
	  16	  Fowler,	  Taylor	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  J3.25m	  	  	  10-­‐08.00	  
     2.80 2.95 3.25 3.40 
        O  XXO   XO  XXX 
 17 Fortner, Kelly            SO New Mexico               2.95m    9-08.00 
     2.80 2.95 3.25 
        O    O  XXX 
 18 Stinchfield, Alexandra    FR Mesa CC                  2.80m    9-02.25 
     2.80 2.95 
      XXO  XXX 
 -- Arrott, Ella              FR Mesa CC                     NH            
2.8
      XXX 
 -- Enderson-Vail, Tory       FR Mesa CC                     NH            
2.8




Venue Record: V 6.75m  1983        Carol Lewis, Houston                        
 Meet Record: M 6.45m  2000        Elva Goulboune, Central Arizona             
 NCAA Region: # 5.95m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind          
===============================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Polydorou, Thomaida       SR Kansas State             5.63mq -0.7  18-05.75 
     5.62m(-0.8) 5.63m(-0.7) FOUL(1.5)            
  2 Seidler, Mary             SO Unattached               5.59mq  0.3  18-04.25 
     FOUL(1.7) 5.59m(0.3) 4.18m(-0.4)            
  3 Henderson, Samantha       FR Mesa CC                  5.58mq  0.1  18-03.75 
     5.21m(0.1) 5.39m(2.4) 5.58m(0.1)            
  4 Hejde, Stephanie          SO Kansas State             5.47mq -0.5  17-11.50 
     5.47m(-0.5) 5.39m(+0.0) 5.31m(2.7)            
  5 Tanner, Cassandre         SR Dartmouth                5.46mq -1.4  17-11.00 
     5.43m(0.6) FOUL(1.5) 5.46m(-1.4)            
  6 Marmbrandt, Malin         SO Manhattan                5.45mq  0.1  17-10.75 
     5.45m(0.1) FOUL(-0.7) FOUL(2.7)           
  7 Smith, Brittany           JR New Mexico               5.40mq  2.5  17-08.75 
     5.40m(2.5) 5.23m(1.8) 5.16m(0.8)            
  8 Nally, Madeline           FR Manhattan                4.90mq  1.6  16-01.00 
     4.90m(1.6) 4.80m(1.9) 4.79m(0.7)            
  9 Enderson-Vail, Tory       FR Mesa CC                  3.63mq  1.8  11-11.00 




Venue Record: V 6.75m  1983        Carol Lewis, Houston                        
 Meet Record: M 6.45m  2000        Elva Goulboune, Central Arizona             
 NCAA Region: # 5.95m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind          
===============================================================================
Finals
  1 Polydorou, Thomaida       SR Kansas State             5.63m  -0.7  18-05.75 
     5.62m(-0.8) 5.63m(-0.7) FOUL(1.5) FOUL(2.1) 5.33m(0.5) 5.18m(+0.0)
  2 Marmbrandt, Malin         SO Manhattan                5.59m  +0.0  18-04.25 
     5.45m(0.1) FOUL(-0.7) FOUL(2.7) FOUL(1.5) 5.37m(+0.0) 5.59m(+0.0)
  2 Seidler, Mary             SO Unattached               5.59m   0.3  18-04.25 
     FOUL(1.7) 5.59m(0.3) 4.18m(-0.4) FOUL(-0.2) 4.24m(2.5) 4.27m(+0.0)
  4 Henderson, Samantha       FR Mesa CC                  5.58m   0.1  18-03.75 
     5.21m(0.1) 5.39m(2.4) 5.58m(0.1) 5.32m(3.1) 5.57m(1.4) 5.44m(-0.5)
  5 Hejde, Stephanie          SO Kansas State             5.47m  -0.5  17-11.50 
     5.47m(-0.5) 5.39m(+0.0) 5.31m(2.7) 5.45m(0.8) FOUL(0.2) FOUL(-1.0)
  6 Tanner, Cassandre         SR Dartmouth                5.46m  -1.4  17-11.00 
     5.43m(0.6) FOUL(1.5) 5.46m(-1.4) 5.33m(1.4) 5.43m(+0.0) 5.27m(-0.5)
  7 Smith, Brittany           JR New Mexico               5.40m   2.5  17-08.75 
     5.40m(2.5) 5.23m(1.8) 5.16m(0.8) 5.14m(2.1) PASS      PASS     
  8 Nally, Madeline           FR Manhattan                4.92m   2.1  16-01.75 
     4.90m(1.6) 4.80m(1.9) 4.79m(0.7) 4.85m(1.4) 4.92m(2.1) 4.66m(+0.0)
  9 Enderson-Vail, Tory       FR Mesa CC                  4.52m  +0.0  14-10.00 




Venue Record: V 13.74m  2003        Juliana Perez, Unattached                  
 Meet Record: M 13.25m  2001        Vanitta Kinard, Unattached                 
 NCAA Region: # 12.26m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind          
===============================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Magi, Tiina               SR Unat-Manhattan        # 12.60mq +0.0  41-04.25 
     12.51m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 12.60m(+0.0)          
  2 Marmbrandt, Malin         SO Manhattan               11.53mq +0.0  37-10.00 
     11.53m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 11.39m(-0.4)            
  3 Smith, Brittany           JR New Mexico              11.43mq +0.0  37-06.00 
     FOUL(+0.0) 11.43m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0)            
  4 Salehpoor, Asal           FR New Mexico              11.23mq  0.1  36-10.25 
     11.12m(+0.0) 11.23m(0.1) PASS                 
  5 Herring, LaKeisha         FR Kansas State            11.03mq +0.0  36-02.25 
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 11.03m(+0.0)            
	  	  6	  Rima,	  Marjorie	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  10.97mq	  +0.0	  	  36-­‐00.00	  
     10.72m(+0.0) 10.83m(+0.0) 10.97m(+0.0)           
  7 Davis, Alyssa             FR Marquette               10.96mq +0.0  35-11.50 
     FOUL(+0.0) 10.96m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0)            
  8 Fritz, Sharon             JR Marquette               10.61mq +0.0  34-09.75 
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 10.61m(+0.0)            
 -- Enderson-Vail, Tory       FR Mesa CC                   FOUL   NWI           




Venue Record: V 13.74m  2003        Juliana Perez, Unattached                  
 Meet Record: M 13.25m  2001        Vanitta Kinard, Unattached                 
 NCAA Region: # 12.26m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind          
===============================================================================
Finals
  1 Magi, Tiina               SR Unat-Manhattan          12.60m# +0.0  41-04.25 
     12.51m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 12.60m(+0.0) PASS      PASS      PASS     
  2 Herring, LaKeisha         FR Kansas State            11.88m  +0.0  38-11.75 
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 11.03m(+0.0) 11.52m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 11.88m(+0.0)
  3 Marmbrandt, Malin         SO Manhattan               11.53m  +0.0  37-10.00 
     11.53m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 11.39m(0.4) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(0.1) PASS     
  4 Smith, Brittany           JR New Mexico              11.43m  +0.0  37-06.00 
     FOUL(+0.0) 11.43m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 11.25m(+0.0) 11.18m(+0.0) 11.28m(+0.0)
  5 Salehpoor, Asal           FR New Mexico              11.28m  +0.0  37-00.25 
     11.12m(+0.0) 11.23m(0.1) PASS(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 10.73m(+0.0) 11.28m(+0.0)
	  	  6	  Rima,	  Marjorie	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  10.97m	  	  +0.0	  	  36-­‐00.00	  
     10.72m(+0.0) 10.83m(+0.0) 10.97m(+0.0) 10.73m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0)
  7 Davis, Alyssa             FR Marquette               10.96m  +0.0  35-11.50 
     FOUL(+0.0) 10.96m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 10.64m(+0.0) 10.95m(+0.0) 10.83m(+0.0)
  8 Fritz, Sharon             JR Marquette               10.94m  +0.0  35-10.75 




Venue Record: V 19.34m  1984        Claudia Losch, West Germany                
 Meet Record: M 16.45m  1998        Jessica Cross, Wyoming                     
 NCAA Region: # 14.30m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims           
==========================================================================
Preliminaries
	  	  1	  Robles,	  Sarah	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  #	  14.53mq	  	  47-­‐08.00	  
      13.59m  14.08m  14.53m           
  2 Vojinovic, Marina         FR Manhattan               14.28mq  46-10.25 
      13.97m  13.86m  14.28m            
  3 Thiel, Rachel             SO Marquette               13.99mq  45-10.75 
      13.75m  13.42m  13.99m            
  4 Paxton, Briana            JR New Mexico              13.49mq  44-03.25 
      13.02m  13.49m  FOUL            
  5 Glodowski, Jenny          SR Kansas State            13.18mq  43-03.00 
      12.14m  11.96m  13.18m            
	  	  6	  Navarro,	  Cj	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  13.17mq	  	  43-­‐02.50	  
      12.47m  FOUL  13.17m           
  7 Asijie, Alesha            FR Mesa CC                 13.12mq  43-00.50 
      11.46m  13.12m  12.56m            
  8 Grigoriev, Lindsay        SR Kansas State            12.83mq  42-01.25 
      12.83m  FOUL  FOUL            
  9 Alexander, Christina      FR Dartmouth               12.17mq  39-11.25 
      11.20m  12.06m  12.17m            
 10 Corcoran, Kelley          SO Marquette               11.83m   38-09.75 
      11.50m  11.83m  FOUL            
 11 Daly, Emily               JR Dartmouth               11.64m   38-02.25 
      11.63m  FOUL  11.64m            
 12 Ugarkovic, Ana            FR Manhattan               10.68m   35-00.50 
      10.56m  10.66m  10.68m            
 13 Seidler, Mary             SO Unattached               9.63m   31-07.25 
      8.73m  9.63m  FOUL           
 14 Passey, Shanna            FR Mesa CC                  8.92m   29-03.25 




Venue Record: V 19.34m  1984        Claudia Losch, West Germany                
 Meet Record: M 16.45m  1998        Jessica Cross, Wyoming                     
 NCAA Region: # 14.30m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
Finals
  1 Thiel, Rachel             SO Marquette               14.55m#  47-09.00 
      13.75m  13.42m  13.99m  14.37m  14.55m  FOUL
	  	  2	  Robles,	  Sarah	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  14.53m#	  	  47-­‐08.00	  
      13.59m  14.08m  14.53m  13.86m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Vojinovic, Marina         FR Manhattan               14.29m   46-10.75 
      13.97m  13.86m  14.28m  13.88m  14.08m  14.29m
  4 Asijie, Alesha            FR Mesa CC                 13.62m   44-08.25 
      11.46m  13.12m  12.56m  13.62m  13.32m  FOUL
  5 Paxton, Briana            JR New Mexico              13.49m   44-03.25 
      13.02m  13.49m  FOUL  12.93m  FOUL  12.91m
  6 Glodowski, Jenny          SR Kansas State            13.18m   43-03.00 
      12.14m  11.96m  13.18m  12.50m  12.83m  12.86m
	  	  7	  Navarro,	  Cj	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  13.17m	  	  	  43-­‐02.50	  
      12.47m  FOUL  13.17m  12.63m  FOUL  13.07m
  8 Grigoriev, Lindsay        SR Kansas State            12.83m   42-01.25 
      12.83m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Alexander, Christina      FR Dartmouth               12.44m   40-09.75 




Venue Record: V 65.20m  1984        Leslie Deniz, Unattached                   
 Meet Record: M 60.94m  2000        Kris Kuehl, Unattached                     
 NCAA Region: # 47.30m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims           
==========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Pierson, Summer              Unattached            # 54.81mq    179-10 
      53.27m  53.93m  54.81m           
	  	  2	  Robles,	  Sarah	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  #	  47.99mq	  	  	  	  157-­‐05	  
      47.91m  47.99m  47.94m            
  3 Grigoriev, Lindsay        SR Kansas State            47.01mq    154-03 
      FOUL  47.01m  46.54m            
  4 Groves, Loren             SR Kansas State            44.35mq    145-06 
      FOUL  44.35m  FOUL            
	  	  5	  Navarro,	  Cj	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  43.87mq	  	  	  	  143-­‐11	  
      43.87m  39.95m  FOUL            
  6 Paxton, Briana            JR New Mexico              42.69mq    140-01 
      42.69m  41.06m  40.76m            
  7 Ehlen, Jessica            SR Marquette               41.40mq    135-10 
      FOUL  35.72m  41.40m            
  8 Long, Jessica             SR Dartmouth               41.12mq    134-11 
      39.30m  41.12m  FOUL            
  9 Thiel, Rachel             SO Marquette               40.54mq    133-00 
      FOUL  40.54m  40.01m            
 10 Alexander, Christina      FR Dartmouth               37.11mq    121-09 
      34.81m  37.11m  35.01m            
 11 Daly, Emily               JR Dartmouth               36.84m     120-10 
      36.67m  36.84m  36.69m           
 12 Passey, Shanna            FR Mesa CC                 35.84m     117-07 
      35.84m  34.70m  34.76m            
 13 Sniegowski, Alexandra     FR New Mexico              34.66m     113-08 
      34.20m  34.66m  FOUL            
 14 Corcoran, Kelley          SO Marquette               33.24m     109-01 
      FOUL  33.24m  FOUL            
 15 Zarrella, Nicole          FR New Mexico              32.98m     108-02 
      FOUL  28.24m  32.98m            
 -- Williams, Tami            SO New Mexico                FOUL            




Venue Record: V 65.20m  1984        Leslie Deniz, Unattached                   
 Meet Record: M 60.94m  2000        Kris Kuehl, Unattached                     
 NCAA Region: # 47.30m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
Finals
  1 Pierson, Summer              Unattached              54.81m#    179-10 
      53.27m  53.93m  54.81m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
	  	  2	  Robles,	  Sarah	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  50.35m#	  	  	  	  165-­‐02	  
      47.91m  47.99m  47.94m  46.19m  49.19m  50.35m
  3 Grigoriev, Lindsay        SR Kansas State            48.69m#    159-09 
      FOUL  47.01m  46.54m  48.69m  46.74m  47.33m
	  	  4	  Navarro,	  Cj	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  47.21m	  	  	  	  	  154-­‐11	  
      43.87m  39.95m  FOUL  45.28m  47.21m  FOUL
  5 Groves, Loren             SR Kansas State            44.35m     145-06 
      FOUL  44.35m  FOUL  FOUL  42.41m  FOUL
  6 Long, Jessica             SR Dartmouth               44.29m     145-04 
      39.30m  41.12m  FOUL  44.29m  41.93m  40.72m
  7 Paxton, Briana            JR New Mexico              42.69m     140-01 
      42.69m  41.06m  40.76m  39.62m  FOUL  41.56m
  8 Ehlen, Jessica            SR Marquette               41.40m     135-10 
      FOUL  35.72m  41.40m  FOUL  FOUL  38.24m
  9 Alexander, Christina      FR Dartmouth               40.81m     133-11 
      34.81m  37.11m  35.01m  38.32m  40.81m  39.69m
 10 Thiel, Rachel             SO Marquette               40.54m     133-00 




Venue Record: V 72.12m  2004        Eric Gilreath, New York AC                 
 Meet Record: M 63.47m  3/21/2008   Laci Heller, Kansas State                  
 NCAA Region: # 54.15m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims           
==========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Heller, Laci                 Kansas State          M 63.47mq    208-03 
      58.99m  61.93m  63.47m            
  2 Groves, Loren             SR Kansas State          # 58.86mq    193-01 
      58.86m  57.60m  FOUL            
  3 Ehlen, Jessica            SR Marquette               52.98mq    173-10 
      FOUL  52.98m  FOUL            
	  	  4	  Robles,	  Sarah	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  50.59mq	  	  	  	  166-­‐00	  
      50.44m  50.49m  50.59m            
  5 Daly, Emily               JR Dartmouth               50.39mq    165-04 
      50.39m  46.99m  49.92m            
  6 Long, Jessica             SR Dartmouth               50.16mq    164-07 
      FOUL  50.16m  FOUL            
  7 Thiel, Rachel             SO Marquette               46.83mq    153-08 
      44.45m  FOUL  46.83m            
  8 Corcoran, Kelley          SO Marquette               46.41mq    152-03 
      FOUL  46.41m  FOUL           
	  	  9	  Navarro,	  Cj	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  43.85mq	  	  	  	  143-­‐10	  
      43.85m  FOUL  43.58m           
 10 Asijie, Alesha            FR Mesa CC                 42.22m     138-06 
      FOUL  41.54m  42.22m            
 11 Williams, Tami            SO New Mexico              41.51m     136-02 
      FOUL  40.46m  41.51m           
 12 Pistora, Ali              FR Kansas State            41.02m     134-07 
      38.78m  41.02m  36.69m           
 13 Rauner, Stephanie         SR Dartmouth               38.90m     127-07 
      36.74m  FOUL  38.90m            
 14 Zarrella, Nicole          FR New Mexico              32.14m     105-05 
      32.14m  FOUL  FOUL            
 -- Alexander, Christina      FR Dartmouth                 FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL            
 -- Sniegowski, Alexandra     FR New Mexico                FOUL            




Venue Record: V 72.12m  2004        Eric Gilreath, New York AC                 
 Meet Record: M 63.47m  3/21/2008   Laci Heller, Kansas State                  
 NCAA Region: # 54.15m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
Finals
  1 Heller, Laci                 Kansas State            63.47mM    208-03 
      58.99m  61.93m  63.47m  FOUL  62.19m  62.27m
  2 Groves, Loren             SR Kansas State            60.34m#    197-11 
      58.86m  57.60m  FOUL  FOUL  60.23m  60.34m
  3 Ehlen, Jessica            SR Marquette               52.98m     173-10 
      FOUL  52.98m  FOUL  FOUL  50.63m  48.50m
  4 Daly, Emily               JR Dartmouth               52.01m     170-08 
      50.39m  46.99m  49.92m  52.01m  51.36m  FOUL
	  	  5	  Robles,	  Sarah	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  50.79m	  	  	  	  	  166-­‐08	  
      50.44m  50.49m  50.59m  FOUL  47.55m  50.79m
  6 Long, Jessica             SR Dartmouth               50.16m     164-07 
      FOUL  50.16m  FOUL  47.82m  49.28m  48.69m
  7 Corcoran, Kelley          SO Marquette               50.15m     164-06 
      FOUL  46.41m  FOUL  48.01m  49.61m  50.15m
  8 Thiel, Rachel             SO Marquette               46.83m     153-08 
      44.45m  FOUL  46.83m  43.91m  FOUL  FOUL
	  	  9	  Navarro,	  Cj	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  43.85m	  	  	  	  	  143-­‐10	  




Venue Record: V 59.48m  1992        Donna Mayhew, Nike Coast TC                
 Meet Record: M 51.40m  3/22/2008   Katie Coronado, New Mexico                 
 NCAA Region: # 43.15m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims           
==========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Coronado, Katie           JR New Mexico            M 51.40mq    168-08 
      47.55m  51.40m  48.19m            
  2 Pistora, Ali              FR Kansas State          # 46.02mq    151-00 
      42.12m  42.49m  46.02m            
  3 Lewis, Amy                   Unattached            # 44.41mq    145-08 
      44.41m  41.84m  38.73m            
	  	  4	  McGrath,	  Addison	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  #	  44.34mq	  	  	  	  145-­‐06	  
      42.55m  40.88m  44.34m           
  5 Aanstad, Brittany         FR Seattle Pacific       # 43.34mq    142-02 
      42.24m  43.10m  43.34m            
  6 Schantin, Jeeni           JR Seattle Pacific       # 43.32mq    142-01 
      42.29m  43.32m  43.10m            
	  	  7	  Regets,	  Lissa	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  #	  43.21mq	  	  	  	  141-­‐09	  
      42.57m  43.21m  42.86m            
  8 VerMulm, Lauren           SR Seattle Pacific         41.32mq    135-07 
      37.20m  41.32m  40.29m            
  9 Strobbe, Vanessa          JR New Mexico              40.83mq    133-11 
      FOUL  38.68m  40.83m            
 10 Long, Jessica             SR Dartmouth               40.16mq    131-09 
      35.64m  37.98m  40.16m            
 11 Wypler, Jaclyn            FR Dartmouth               39.02m     128-00 
      39.02m  38.42m  37.37m            
 12 Bekins, Brittany          SR Seattle Pacific         38.05m     124-10 
      38.04m  38.05m  FOUL            
 13 Magennis, Kelly           SO Marquette               37.94m     124-06 
      37.94m  FOUL  37.56m            
 14 Benage, Catherine         FR Marquette               37.85m     124-02 
      37.85m  36.05m  34.61m            
 15 Fortner, Sandy            JR New Mexico              35.74m     117-03 
      34.47m  32.02m  35.74m            
	  16	  Navarro,	  Cj	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  35.04m	  	  	  	  	  114-­‐11	  
      32.43m  30.87m  35.04m            
 17 Stoniecki, Amy            JR Marquette               33.61m     110-03 
      29.12m  32.91m  33.61m            
 18 Hejde, Stephanie          SO Kansas State            33.10m     108-07 
      33.10m  FOUL  28.73m            
 19 Vojinovic, Marina         FR Manhattan               32.09m     105-03 
      FOUL  32.09m  FOUL           
 20 Ugarkovic, Ana            FR Manhattan               32.00m     105-00 
      30.43m  32.00m  FOUL            
 21 Henderson, Samantha       FR Mesa CC                 30.40m      99-09 




Venue Record: V 59.48m  1992        Donna Mayhew, Nike Coast TC                
 Meet Record: M 51.40m  3/22/2008   Katie Coronado, New Mexico                 
 NCAA Region: # 43.15m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
Finals
  1 Coronado, Katie           JR New Mexico              51.40mM    168-08 
      47.55m  51.40m  48.19m  45.09m  47.15m  50.28m
  2 Pistora, Ali              FR Kansas State            46.02m#    151-00 
      42.12m  42.49m  46.02m  36.83m  42.66m  44.43m
  3 Aanstad, Brittany         FR Seattle Pacific         45.04m#    147-09 
      42.24m  43.10m  43.34m  43.31m  45.04m  43.16m
  4 Lewis, Amy                   Unattached              44.41m#    145-08 
      44.41m  41.84m  38.73m  41.61m  41.16m  42.97m
	  	  5	  McGrath,	  Addison	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  44.34m#	  	  	  	  145-­‐06	  
      42.55m  40.88m  44.34m  38.37m  39.34m  FOUL
  6 Schantin, Jeeni           JR Seattle Pacific         43.32m#    142-01 
      42.29m  43.32m  43.10m  42.00m  39.52m  42.67m
	  	  7	  Regets,	  Lissa	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  43.21m#	  	  	  	  141-­‐09	  
      42.57m  43.21m  42.86m  39.59m  FOUL  42.85m
  8 VerMulm, Lauren           SR Seattle Pacific         41.32m     135-07 
      37.20m  41.32m  40.29m  39.10m  37.24m  36.78m
  9 Strobbe, Vanessa          JR New Mexico              40.83m     133-11 
      FOUL  38.68m  40.83m  34.33m  32.67m  37.25m
 10 Long, Jessica             SR Dartmouth               40.53m     133-00 
      35.64m  37.98m  40.16m  40.53m  37.42m  34.51m
 
Men 100 Meter Dash
========================================================================
Venue Record: V 10.01  1996        Jeff Laynes, Goldwin TC                     
 Meet Record: M 10.13  2001        Leonard Scott, Tennessee                    
 NCAA Region: # 10.50                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Williams, Rubin           SR Tennessee                10.32# +0.0  1 
  2 Myer, Mike                   Kansas State             10.49# +0.0  1 
	  	  3	  White,	  Deun	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Unattached	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  10.55	  	  +0.0	  	  1	  
  4 O'Brien, Tyler            FR Marquette                10.97  +0.0  1 
	  	  5	  Williams,	  Bryan	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  11.00	  	  +0.0	  	  1	  
  6 Fluellen, Jonathan        JR Unat-Tennessee           11.02  +0.0  2 
  7 Abdul-Shakoor, Muhammad   FR Dartmouth                11.04  +0.0  2 
  8 Ayers, Michael            FR Tennessee                11.12  +0.0  2 
  9 Evans, Brian              SR Dartmouth                11.13  +0.0  1 
 10 Onyegbu, Nelson           FR Kansas State             11.23  +0.0  1 
 11 Hogue, Michael            SR Tennessee                11.49  +0.0  2 
 12 Young, Ron                FR Mesa CC                  11.49  +0.0  2 
 13 Holtz, Brad               JR Tennessee                11.62  +0.0  2 
 14 Berry, Joseph             FR Tennessee                11.90  +0.0  2 
 -- Ndebele, Nikela              Unattached                  DQ  +0.0  2 
 
Men 200 Meter Dash
========================================================================
Venue Record: V 20.21  1999        Coby Miller, Auburn                         
	  Meet	  Record:	  M	  20.72	  	  2004	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Lewis	  Banda,	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 NCAA Region: # 21.19                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
	  	  1	  White,	  Deun	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Unattached	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  21.31	  	  +0.0	  	  1	  
  2 Stevenson, Kyle           SO Tennessee                21.47  +0.0  1 
  3 Johnson, Lamont              Unattached               21.55  +0.0  1 
  4 Ndebele, Nikela              Unattached               21.57  +0.0  3 
  5 McGuire, Desmond          FR Kansas State             21.71  +0.0  1 
  6 Fraser, Samdi             SO Tennessee                21.78  +0.0  1 
	  	  7	  Williams,	  Bryan	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  21.85	  	  +0.0	  	  2	  
  8 Grace, Nathan             SO Tennessee                21.89  +0.0  1 
  9 Pappas, Tom                  Unat-Kansas Stat         21.96  +0.0  2 
 10 Jones, Blake              JR Tennessee                22.03  +0.0  1 
 11 Keeling, Chris            FR New Mexico               22.11  +0.0  2 
 12 Estis, Nick               FR Manhattan                22.29  +0.0  2 
 13 Duzant, Jairo             SR Unattached               22.30  +0.0  1 
 14 Evans, Brian              SR Dartmouth                22.49  +0.0  2 
 15 Cumberbatch, Kelton       JR Manhattan                22.61  +0.0  3 
 16 Scott, Patrick               Unattached               22.64  +0.0  2 
 17 Abdul-Shakoor, Muhammad   FR Dartmouth                22.70  +0.0  2 
 18 Sage, Tom                 SR Marquette                22.98  +0.0  3 
 19 Lutz, Chris               FR New Mexico               23.75  +0.0  3 
 20 Wilson, Brian             FR New Mexico               23.76  +0.0  3 
 
Men 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================
Venue Record: V 44.88  2001        Avard Moncur, Auburn                        
 Meet Record: M 45.69  2000        Andrew Price, Ohio State                    
 NCAA Region: # 47.26                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Settle, Leo                  Unattached               47.01#  1 
  2 Vasquez, Spivey           SO Mesa CC                  48.39   1 
  3 Stoebe, Charlie           SR Dartmouth                48.72   1 
  4 Thomas, Julian            JR Dartmouth                48.87   1 
  5 Stewart, Jared               Unattached               49.29   2 
  6 Steadman, Ryan            FR New Mexico               49.31   1 
  7 Harrison, John            FR Mesa CC                  50.93   2 
  8 Johnson, Chris            FR Mesa CC                  51.31   2 
  9 Brown, Jamal              SR Dartmouth                51.90   2 
 
Men 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
Venue Record: V 1:46.43  1999        Patrick Nduwimana, Arizona                
 Meet Record: M 1:47.49  2000        David Divad, Unattached                   
 NCAA Region: # 1:50.40                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Kincaid, Yarrick          SR Tennessee              1:49.53#  1 
  2 Dawson, Andrew            SR Tennessee              1:49.59#  1 
  3 James, Sam                   Kansas State           1:51.60   1 
  4 Meissner, Eric            JR Marquette              1:52.11   1 
  5 Collett, Jason               Kansas State           1:52.25   1 
	  	  6	  Walters,	  Sid	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1:54.21	  	  	  1	  
  7 Sheeran, Dave             JR Southern Utah          1:54.77   2 
  8 Brodsky, Mike             SO Tennessee              1:55.76   2 
  9 Hansen, Justin            SO Tennessee              1:56.21   1 
 10 Cross, Paul               SR Tennessee              1:56.95   1 
 11 Spooner, Michael          FR Tennessee              1:57.70   2 
 12 Kaftanski, Matt           SO Manhattan              1:58.00   2 
 13 Benavides, Samuel         FR Mesa CC                2:00.56   3 
 14 Meehan, Matthew           FR Manhattan              2:02.34   3 
 15 Mills, Daryl              FR Mesa CC                2:04.38   3 
 16 Standifer, Chad           FR Unattached             2:04.96   2 
 17 McMaster, Brendan         SO Mesa CC                2:08.81   3 
 
Men 1500 Meter Run
================================================================
Venue Record: V 3:38.71  1979        Rudy Chapa, Oregon                        
 Meet Record: M 3:44.59  2004        Christian Smith, Kansas State             
 NCAA Region: # 3:48.21                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Gomez, Chris                 Run Flagstaff          3:46.26# 
  2 Gallo, Anthony               Run Flagstaff          3:48.75  
  3 Horn, Jordan                 McMillan Elite         3:50.34  
  4 Swaney, Colin             JR Kansas State           3:51.82  
  5 Sickafoose, Mike          FR Kansas State           3:52.00  
  6 Townsend, Oliver          JR Dartmouth              3:52.53  
	  	  7	  Engelhardt,	  Ben	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  3:52.75	  	  
  8 Mostrag, Axel             FR Tennessee              3:52.97  
  9 Vallie, Brian             SO New Mexico             3:56.28  
 10 Schneider, Danny             Kansas State           3:56.30  
 11 Spooner, Michael          FR Tennessee              3:56.43  
 12 Holbrook, Kameron         SO Northern Arizona       3:57.63  
 13 Piccarello, Matt          SR Tennessee              3:58.44  
 14 Cronrath, Brian           SR Seattle Pacific        3:59.09  
 15 Chad, Meis                SO Seattle Pacific        3:59.28  
	  16	  Mason,	  Zach	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4:00.23	  	  
 17 Middleton, Trevor         JR Dartmouth              4:00.67  
 18 Alexis, Dwayne            FR Dartmouth              4:00.88  
 19 Gilna, Simon              SO Northern Arizona       4:02.58  
 20 Press, Andrew             JR Tennessee              4:03.41  
	  21	  Nobles,	  Craig	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4:04.54	  	  
 22 Kaftanski, Matt           SO Manhattan              4:05.90  
 23 Rapp, Chris               SO Tennessee              4:08.34  
 24 Straughn, Matt               Unattached             4:10.20  
 25 Boddicker, Carson         FR Unat-Northern Ar       4:11.82  
 26 Kaiser, Matt              FR Manhattan              4:12.08  
	  27	  Hall,	  Jordan	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4:13.66	  	  
 28 Rodriguez, Ari               Unattached             4:15.39  
 29 Wharton, Phil                Unattached             4:20.46  
	  30	  Cardinale,	  Derek	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4:26.84	  	  
 -- Hesch, Chrisian              Unattached                 DNF  
	  -­‐-­‐	  Heller,	  Joey	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  DNF	  	  
 
Men 3000 Meter Run
================================================================
Venue Record: V 8:06.47  3/22/2008   Jordan Fife, Unattached                   
 Meet Record: M 8:06.47  3/22/2008   Jordan Fife, Unattached                   
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Fife, Jordan                 Unattached             8:06.47M 
  2 Overall, Scott               Unattached             8:06.57  
  3 Braden, Forest               Unattached             8:13.66  
  4 Hanlon, Mike                 McMillan Elite         8:13.74  
	  	  5	  Hatcher,	  Dylan	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  8:20.23	  	  
  6 Scott, Derek                 Unattached             8:23.94  
  7 Haas, Stephen                Unattached             8:23.95  
  8 Magidi, Itay                 Unattached             8:24.73  
  9 Briney, Trent                McMillan Elite         8:25.28  
 10 Lukowski, Ben             SR Unat-Tennessee         8:26.46  
 11 Cardenas, Jonathan        JR Northern Arizona       8:31.63  
 12 Townsend, Oliver          JR Dartmouth              8:32.64  
 13 Piccarello, Matt          SR Tennessee              8:33.13  
	  14	  Mehlhorn,	  David	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  8:35.31	  	  
	  15	  Petersen,	  Thomas	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  8:38.91	  	  
 16 Vuckovic, Milos           SO Manhattan              8:41.36  
 17 Rapp, Chris               SO Tennessee              8:41.68  
 18 Press, Andrew             JR Tennessee              8:42.99  
	  19	  Castro,	  Santos	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  8:44.09	  	  
 20 Robles, Norberto             Unattached             8:47.68  
 21 Petty, Jason              SO New Mexico             8:50.86  
 22 Lynch, Eric               SO Northern Arizona       8:51.71  
 23 Brodsky, Mike             SO Tennessee              8:57.92  
 24 Schneider, Connor         FR New Mexico             9:06.59  
 25 Anderson, Michael         FR Unat-Arizona Sta       9:08.81  
	  26	  Mason,	  Zach	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  9:10.22	  	  
 27 Everett, Matt             FR New Mexico             9:17.86  
 28 Romero, Nathan            FR New Mexico             9:23.06  
 29 Padilla, James            SO Mesa CC                9:24.30  
	  -­‐-­‐	  Kelly,	  Garrett	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  DNF	  	  
	  -­‐-­‐	  Contreras,	  Alonso	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  DNF	  	  
 
Men 110 Meter Hurdles
=====================================================================
Venue Record: V 13.34  1991        Tony Dees, Florida Clippers TC              
 Meet Record: M 13.67  2001        Arend Watkins, Washington State             
 NCAA Region: # 14.33                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
=====================================================================
  1 Rolle, Charlton           FR Tennessee                14.13#  0.3 
  2 Fretwell, Adam            JR Kansas State             14.83   0.3 
  3 McLarney, Shawn           JR Marquette                15.66   0.3 
  4 Wilson, Brian             FR New Mexico               15.96   0.3 
  5 Lloyd, Akio                  Unattached               16.08   0.3 
	  	  6	  Hitchcock,	  Kyle	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  16.45	  	  	  0.3	  
 
Men 400 Meter Hurdles
================================================================
Venue Record: V 48.54  2005        Bennie Brazell, LSU                         
 Meet Record: M 49.38  1997        Joey Woody, Northern Iowa                   
 NCAA Region: # 52.51                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Rolle, Charlton           FR Tennessee                52.83  
  2 Hewitt, John              SO Tennessee                52.89  
  3 Simmons, Cylend              Nebraska                 54.08  
  4 Henry, Kyle               SO New Mexico               55.64  
  5 Emmer, Jay                SO Marquette                55.75  
  6 Cedrone, Richard          SR Dartmouth                57.03  
  7 Wilber, Ayden             FR Mesa CC                1:00.83  
 
Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase
================================================================
Venue Record: V 8:37.32  1979        Thom Hunt, Arizona                        
 Meet Record: M 8:44.81  1999        Billy Herman, Northern Arizona            
 NCAA Region: # 9:08.15                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Pedersen, Jason           SO Northern Arizona       9:19.72  
  2 Kopecki, Mark             SO Marquette              9:24.83  
  3 Bolgert, Peter            FR Marquette              9:31.53  
  4 Argüelles, Nick           SO New Mexico             9:42.53  
  5 Willis, Alex              SO New Mexico             9:45.01  
  6 McMaster, Brendan         SO Mesa CC                9:49.59  
  7 Hecht, David              FR Mesa CC               11:11.00  
  8 Bowen, Daniel             FR Mesa CC               11:14.89  
 
Men 4x100 Meter Relay
================================================================
Venue Record: V 38.42  1994        Santa Monica TC                             
 Meet Record: M 39.01  2001        Tennessee 'A', Tennessee                    
 NCAA Region: # 40.66                                                          
    School                                               Finals 
================================================================
  1 Marquette  'A'                                        41.62  
     1) Jones, Antonio JR               2) O'Brien, Tyler FR              
     3) VanDeraa, Nick SR               4) Bratchett, Raymond SR          
  2 New Mexico  'A'                                       41.82  
     1) Keeling, Chris FR               2) Solomon, Jarrin SR             
     3) Henry, Kurt SR                  4) Reid, Philip SO                
 -- Manhattan  'A'                                          DNF  
     1) Estis, Nick FR                  2) Jules, Dexter SR               
     3) Cumberbatch, Kelton JR          4) Must, Margus SR                
 
Men 4x400 Meter Relay
================================================================
Venue Record: V 3:00.71  1996        Bush TC                                   
 Meet Record: M 3:03.20  2001        Arizona State 'A', Arizona State          
 NCAA Region: # 3:10.00                                                        
    School                                               Finals 
================================================================
  1 Arizona State  'A'                                  3:09.16# 
     1) Kremer, Justin SO               2) Elston, Darryl JR              
     3) Barbosa, Nectaly                4) Gordon, Jimmie                 
  2 Tennessee  'A'                                      3:09.79# 
     1) Stevenson, Kyle SO              2) Grace, Nathan SO               
     3) Fraser, Samdi SO                4) Hewitt, John SO                
  3 New Mexico  'A'                                     3:12.41  
     1) Reid, Philip SO                 2) Solomon, Jarrin SR             
     3) Henry, Kurt SR                  4) Steadman, Ryan FR              
  4 Kansas State  'A'                                   3:14.30  
     1) Myer, Mike                      2) McGuire, Desmond FR            
     3) Collett, Jason                  4) James, Sam                     
  5 Dartmouth  'A'                                      3:15.78  
     1) Brown, Jamal SR                 2) Cedrone, Richard SR            
     3) Thomas, Julian JR               4) Stoebe, Charlie SR             
  6 Tennessee  'B'                                      3:16.15  
     1) Cross, Paul SR                  2) Dawson, Andrew SR              
     3) Hansen, Justin SO               4) Kincaid, Yarrick SR            
  7 Mesa CC  'A'                                        3:19.90  
     1) Benavides, Samuel FR            2) Johnson, Chris FR              
     3) Harrison, John FR               4) Vasquez, Spivey SO             
  8 Marquette  'A'                                      3:20.12  
     1) Emmer, Jay SO                   2) Sage, Tom SR                   




 Opening Height: 1.85m
 Then: 1.90, 1.95, 2.00, 2.05, 2.10, 2.15, 2.18, 2.21, choice
Venue Record: V 2.28m  1994        Tray Barley, Blinn College                  
 Meet Record: M 2.22m  2001        Nathan Leeper, Nike                         
 NCAA Region: # 2.10m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Dottin, Henderson         SR Unattached               2.15m#   7-00.50 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 2.15 2.18 
        P    P    P    P    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  2 Garrett, Lamar            SR Kansas State             2.05m    6-08.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 
        P    P    O    O   XO  XXX 
  3 Sole, Chris               SR Manhattan               J2.05m    6-08.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 
        P    O    O   XO  XXO  XXX 
  4 Cosio, Josh               JR New Mexico              J2.05m    6-08.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 
        P    P   XO  XXO   XO  XXX 
  5 Healey, Michael           FR Kansas State             2.00m    6-06.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 
        P    P    P    O  XXX 
  6 Byom, Nick                FR Marquette               J2.00m    6-06.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 
        P   XO    O  XXO  XXX 
  7 Bratchett, Raymond        SR Marquette               J2.00m    6-06.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 
        P    O  XXO   XO  XXX 
  8 Wilson, Brenard           JR Tennessee                1.95m    6-04.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 
        P    P   XO    X 
  9 DeKonty, Joshua           FR Mesa CC                  1.90m    6-02.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 
        P    O  XXX 
  9 Ching, Andrew             SO Dartmouth                1.90m    6-02.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 




 Opening Height: 3.38m
 Progression: 3.68 | 3.98 | 4.50 | 4.65 | 4.80 | 4.95 | 5.05
 5.15 | 5.25 | 5.35 | 5.45 | athlete choice
Venue Record: V 5.55m  2005        Nick Hysong, Unattached                     
 Meet Record: M 5.35m  3/22/2008   Derek Mackel, Unattached                    
 NCAA Region: # 5.05m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Mackel, Derek                Unattached               5.35mM  17-06.50 
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 4.65 4.80 4.95 5.05 5.15 5.25 5.35 5.55 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX 
  2 Caldwell, Robert          SR New Mexico               5.25m#  17-02.75 
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 4.65 4.80 4.95 5.05 5.15 5.25 5.35 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O    O    O  XXX 
  3 Holtz, Brad               JR Tennessee                5.15m#  16-10.75 
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 4.65 4.80 4.95 5.05 5.15 5.25 
        P    P    P    P    P    P   XO    O    O    O  XXX 
  4 Hogue, Michael            SR Tennessee                4.80m   15-09.00 
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 4.65 4.80 4.95 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O  XXX 
  4 Walker, Kyle              SO New Mexico               4.80m   15-09.00 
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 4.65 4.80 4.95 
        P    P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX 
  6 Vinklarek, Derrick        SR Dartmouth                4.65m   15-03.00 
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 4.65 4.80 
        P    P    P    P    O  XXO  XXX 
  6 Tkachenko, Nikolay        SR Manhattan                4.65m   15-03.00 
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 4.65 4.80 
        P    P    P    P   XO    O  XXX 
	  	  6	  Wentz,	  Alexander	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4.65m	  	  	  15-­‐03.00	  
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 4.65 4.80 
        P    P    O    O    O    O  XXX 
	  	  9	  Phallen,	  Corey	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4.50m	  	  	  14-­‐09.00	  
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 4.65 
        P    P  XXO    O  XXO  XXX 
  9 VanDeraa, Nick            SR Marquette                4.50m   14-09.00 
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 4.65 
        P    P    P  XXO    O  XXX 
 11 Schmidt, Dolan            FR Marquette                4.28m   14-00.50 
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 
        P    P  XXO    O  XXX 
 11 DiCairano, Ken            SO Dartmouth                4.28m   14-00.50 
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 
        P    P  XXO    O  XXX 
 11 Quiller, Tyson            SO New Mexico               4.28m   14-00.50 
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 
        P    P  XXO  XXO  XXX 
 14 Fakhoury, Miles           FR Mesa CC                  3.98m   13-00.75 
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 
        P    P    O  XXX 
	  15	  Hitchcock,	  Kyle	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  3.38m	  	  	  11-­‐01.00	  
     3.38 3.68 
       XO  XXX 
 15 McCarney, Shaun              Unattached               3.38m   11-01.00 
     3.38 3.68 
       XO  XXX 
 -- Soudani, Victor           FR Mesa CC                     NH            
     3.38 3.68 3.98 
        P    P  XXX 
 -- Martinez, Adam            JR New Mexico                  NH            
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 4.65 
        P    P    P    P    P  XXX 
	  -­‐-­‐	  Fazio,	  Joe	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  NH	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
     3.38 3.68 3.98 4.28 4.50 4.65 4.80 




Venue Record: V 8.29m  1994        James Beckford, Blinn College               
 Meet Record: M 7.65m  2000        Marshaun West, Notre Dame                   
 NCAA Region: # 7.34m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind          
===============================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Wilson, Brenard           JR Tennessee                6.96mq +0.0  22-10.00 
     FOUL(0.1) 6.96m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0)            
  2 Sellers, Scott               Kansas State             6.95mq +0.0  22-09.75 
     6.84m(+0.0) 6.93m(+0.0) 6.95m(+0.0)           
  3 Fluellen, Jonathan        JR Unat-Tennessee           6.93mq +0.0  22-09.00 
     6.81m(+0.0) 6.93m(+0.0) 6.91m(+0.0)            
  4 Garrett, Lamar            SR Kansas State             6.91mq  0.1  22-08.00 
     6.88m(1.1) 6.91m(0.1) 6.70m(1.1)           
  5 Street, Denis             SR Manhattan                6.83mq +0.0  22-05.00 
     6.83m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(-0.7)           
  6 Hardnett, Akeem           JR Tennessee                6.82mq +0.0  22-04.50 
     6.82m(+0.0) 6.64m(+0.0) 6.62m(-0.2)            
  7 Fretwell, Adam            JR Kansas State             6.68mq +0.0  21-11.00 
     6.46m(+0.0) 6.68m(+0.0) 6.54m(+0.0)            
  8 Felt, Justin              SO Seattle Pacific          6.62mq +0.0  21-08.75 
     6.49m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 6.62m(+0.0)            
  9 Lloyd, Akio                  Unattached               6.10mq +0.0  20-00.25 
     6.10m(+0.0) FOUL(3.4) FOUL(0.6)            
 10 Lutz, Chris               FR New Mexico               4.94m  -1.1  16-02.50 
     FOUL(0.1) 4.94m(-1.1) FOUL(0.4)            
 11 DeKonty, Joshua           FR Mesa CC                  4.66m   0.1  15-03.50 




Venue Record: V 8.29m  1994        James Beckford, Blinn College               
 Meet Record: M 7.65m  2000        Marshaun West, Notre Dame                   
 NCAA Region: # 7.34m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind          
===============================================================================
Finals
  1 Wilson, Brenard           JR Tennessee                7.12m  +0.0  23-04.50 
     FOUL(0.1) 6.96m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 6.81m(+0.0) 7.12m(+0.0)
  2 Sellers, Scott               Kansas State             6.98m  +0.0  22-11.00 
     6.84m(+0.0) 6.93m(+0.0) 6.95m(+0.0) 6.98m(+0.0) PASS      PASS     
  3 Hardnett, Akeem           JR Tennessee                6.96m  +0.0  22-10.00 
     6.82m(+0.0) 6.64m(+0.0) 6.62m(-0.2) FOUL(-0.2) 6.69m(+0.0) 6.96m(+0.0)
  4 Street, Denis             SR Manhattan                6.94m  +0.0  22-09.25 
     6.83m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(-0.7) PASS      6.87m(+0.0) 6.94m(+0.0)
  4 Fluellen, Jonathan        JR Unat-Tennessee           6.94m  +0.0  22-09.25 
     6.81m(+0.0) 6.93m(+0.0) 6.91m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 6.66m(+0.0) 6.94m(+0.0)
  6 Garrett, Lamar            SR Kansas State             6.93m  +0.0  22-09.00 
     6.88m(1.1) 6.91m(0.1) 6.70m(1.1) 6.58m(+0.0) 6.81m(+0.0) 6.93m(+0.0)
  7 Fretwell, Adam            JR Kansas State             6.68m  +0.0  21-11.00 
     6.46m(+0.0) 6.68m(+0.0) 6.54m(+0.0) 6.51m(-0.3) PASS      PASS     
  8 Felt, Justin              SO Seattle Pacific          6.62m  +0.0  21-08.75 
     6.49m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 6.62m(+0.0) 6.40m(+0.0) 6.61m(+0.0) 6.52m(+0.0)
  9 Lloyd, Akio                  Unattached               6.10m  +0.0  20-00.25 




Venue Record: V 17.29m  1994        James Beckford, Blinn College              
 Meet Record: M 16.48m  1997        Von Ware, Unattached                       
 NCAA Region: # 15.08m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind          
===============================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Jules, Dexter             SR Manhattan             # 15.40mq +0.0  50-06.25 
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 15.40m(+0.0)           
  2 McKnight, Randall         SR Dartmouth               14.76mq +0.0  48-05.25 
     14.76m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0)            
  3 Meadows, Domnick          JR Unattached              14.61mq +0.0  47-11.25 
     FOUL(+0.0) 14.61m(+0.0) 13.64m(+0.0)            
  4 Lesher, Ted               SO Dartmouth               14.46mq +0.0  47-05.25 
     14.41m(+0.0) 14.02m(+0.0) 14.46m(+0.0)            
  5 DeKonty, Joshua           FR Mesa CC                 14.05mq +0.0  46-01.25 
     FOUL(+0.0) 14.05m(+0.0) PASS               
 -- Felt, Justin              SO Seattle Pacific           FOUL   NWI           




Venue Record: V 17.29m  1994        James Beckford, Blinn College              
 Meet Record: M 16.48m  1997        Von Ware, Unattached                       
 NCAA Region: # 15.08m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind          
===============================================================================
Finals
  1 Jules, Dexter             SR Manhattan               15.40m# +0.0  50-06.25 
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 15.40m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) PASS      PASS     
  2 McKnight, Randall         SR Dartmouth               14.93m   0.1  48-11.75 
     14.76m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 14.82m(+0.0) 14.93m(0.1) FOUL(+0.0)
  3 Meadows, Domnick          JR Unattached              14.61m  +0.0  47-11.25 
     FOUL(+0.0) 14.61m(+0.0) 13.64m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(0.1) 14.35m(0.1)
  4 Lesher, Ted               SO Dartmouth               14.46m  +0.0  47-05.25 
     14.41m(+0.0) 14.02m(+0.0) 14.46m(+0.0) 14.20m(+0.0) 14.06m(+0.0) 14.03m(+0.0)
  5 DeKonty, Joshua           FR Mesa CC                 14.05m  +0.0  46-01.25 




Venue Record: V 21.53m  1981        Brian Oldfield, UCTC                       
 Meet Record: M 19.97m  2005        Jeff Chackouian, Kentucky                  
 NCAA Region: # 16.61m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims           
==========================================================================
Preliminaries
	  	  1	  Navarro,	  Tomas	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  #	  16.62mq	  	  54-­‐06.50	  
      16.43m  16.62m  16.56m           
  2 Panezich, Nick            JR Tennessee               16.21mq  53-02.25 
      15.69m  16.08m  16.21m            
  3 Reuter, Rich              SR Manhattan               15.21mq  49-11.00 
      14.44m  FOUL  15.21m            
  4 Ottens, Brandon           FR Mesa CC                 15.13mq  49-07.75 
      14.28m  15.13m  14.03m            
  5 Thomas, Eric              SO Kansas State            15.04mq  49-04.25 
      14.45m  14.63m  15.04m            
  6 Sexton, Jim                  Unat-Tennessee          15.01mq  49-03.00 
      14.47m  FOUL  15.01m           
  7 Jonovich, Jarred          FR Mesa CC                 14.78mq  48-06.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  14.78m            
  8 Kluge, Jeff               SO Marquette               13.79mq  45-03.00 
      FOUL  13.68m  13.79m           
  9 Cleve, Moritz             FR Kansas State            13.66mq  44-09.75 
      12.66m  13.66m  13.32m            
 10 Derzanic, Rok             FR Kansas State            11.35mq  37-03.00 




Venue Record: V 21.53m  1981        Brian Oldfield, UCTC                       
 Meet Record: M 19.97m  2005        Jeff Chackouian, Kentucky                  
 NCAA Region: # 16.61m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
Finals
	  	  1	  Navarro,	  Tomas	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  17.13m#	  	  56-­‐02.50	  
      16.45m  16.62m  16.56m  FOUL  FOUL  17.13m
  2 Panezich, Nick            JR Tennessee               16.75m#  54-11.50 
      15.69m  6.08m  16.21m  16.75m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Reuter, Rich              SR Manhattan               15.21m   49-11.00 
      14.44m  FOUL  15.21m  15.18m  15.02m  FOUL
  4 Ottens, Brandon           FR Mesa CC                 15.13m   49-07.75 
      14.28m  15.13m  14.03m  FOUL  FOUL  14.63m
  5 Thomas, Eric              SO Kansas State            15.04m   49-04.25 
      14.45m  14.63m  15.04m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Sexton, Jim                  Unat-Tennessee          15.01m   49-03.00 
      14.47m  FOUL  15.01m  14.90m  15.00m  FOUL
  7 Jonovich, Jarred          FR Mesa CC                 14.78m   48-06.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  14.78m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Kluge, Jeff               SO Marquette               14.39m   47-02.50 
      FOUL  13.68m  13.78m  FOUL  14.39m  14.31m
  9 Cleve, Moritz             FR Kansas State            13.66m   44-09.75 
      12.66m  13.66m  13.32m  FOUL  13.09m  FOUL
 10 Derzanic, Rok             FR Kansas State            11.96m   39-03.00 




Venue Record: V 67.04m  1980        Ken Stadel, Athletics West                 
 Meet Record: M 61.26m  2000        Chima Ugwa, Unattached                     
 NCAA Region: # 50.37m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims           
==========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Godina, John                 Unattached            # 59.47mq    195-01 
      49.08m  FOUL  59.47m           
	  	  2	  Navarro,	  Tomas	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  #	  52.16mq	  	  	  	  171-­‐01	  
      51.55m  52.16m  FOUL            
  3 Panezich, Nick            JR Tennessee             # 51.18mq    167-11 
      51.18m  50.87m  FOUL            
  4 Jonovich, Jarred          FR Mesa CC                 50.27mq    164-11 
      49.14m  50.27m  FOUL            
  5 Pappas, Tom                  Unat-Kansas Stat        49.18mq    161-04 
      48.35m  FOUL  49.18m            
	  	  6	  O'Brien,	  Dan	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Unattached	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  48.57mq	  	  	  	  159-­‐04	  
      48.57m  FOUL  FOUL            
  7 Heiman, Jack              SO Mesa CC                 48.46mq    159-00 
      48.46m  47.35m  FOUL           
  8 Irving, David             FR Dartmouth               48.43mq    158-11 
      48.43m  46.47m  47.65m            
  9 Thomas, Eric              SO Kansas State            48.40mq    158-09 
      48.40m  47.98m  48.15m            
 10 Boedeker, Michael         SR Marquette               48.06mq    157-08 
      45.77m  48.06m  FOUL            
 11 Sexton, Jim                  Unat-Tennessee          47.62mq    156-03 
      45.89m  47.62m  45.81m            
 12 Henry-Marshall, Matthew   SO New Mexico              46.91mq    153-11 
      41.33m  43.39m  46.91m            
 13 Younger, Kyle             JR Kansas State            44.76mq    146-10 
      44.76m  FOUL  43.79m            
 14 Kluge, Jeff               SO Marquette               44.25m     145-02 
      FOUL  FOUL  44.25m            
 15 Mathiasmeier, Josh        FR Kansas State            42.17m     138-04 
      FOUL  FOUL  42.17m            
 16 Heim, Michael             JR Marquette               41.70m     136-10 
      FOUL  FOUL  41.70m            
 17 Bleem, Robert             FR Marquette               40.91m     134-03 
      40.91m  39.34m  37.98m            
 18 Mujanovic, Seid           SO Manhattan               39.54m     129-09 
      FOUL  39.54m  FOUL            
 19 Kusowski, Jonathan        FR Marquette               38.50m     126-04 
      FOUL  38.50m  FOUL            
	  20	  Hitchcock,	  Kyle	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  37.69m	  	  	  	  	  123-­‐08	  
      37.69m  37.20m  FOUL            
 21 Cleve, Moritz             FR Kansas State            37.37m     122-07 
      36.71m  37.20m  37.37m           
 22 Ayers, Michael            FR Tennessee               36.50m     119-09 
      34.56m  35.22m  36.50m            
 23 Derzanic, Rok             FR Kansas State            34.33m     112-07 
      34.33m  FOUL  FOUL           
 24 Holtz, Brad               JR Tennessee               32.41m     106-04 
      32.41m  FOUL  30.10m            
	  25	  Wentz,	  Alexander	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  25.23m	  	  	  	  	  	  82-­‐09	  
      FOUL  24.89m  25.23m           
 -- Fretwell, Adam            JR Kansas State              FOUL            




Venue Record: V 67.04m  1980        Ken Stadel, Athletics West                 
 Meet Record: M 61.26m  2000        Chima Ugwa, Unattached                     
 NCAA Region: # 50.37m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
Finals
  1 Godina, John                 Unattached              59.47m#    195-01 
      49.08m  FOUL  59.47m  58.43m  57.38m  56.77m
	  	  2	  Navarro,	  Tomas	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  54.11m#	  	  	  	  177-­‐06	  
      51.55m  52.16m  FOUL  53.43m  FOUL  54.11m
  3 Panezich, Nick            JR Tennessee               51.56m#    169-02 
      51.18m  50.87m  FOUL  51.56m  FOUL  48.71m
  4 Pappas, Tom                  Unat-Kansas Stat        51.38m#    168-07 
      48.35m  FOUL  49.18m  FOUL  51.38m  50.57m
  5 Jonovich, Jarred          FR Mesa CC                 50.27m     164-11 
      49.14m  50.27m  FOUL  FOUL  47.93m  FOUL
	  	  6	  O'Brien,	  Dan	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Unattached	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  48.57m	  	  	  	  	  159-­‐04	  
      48.57m  FOUL  FOUL  47.21m  FOUL  PASS
  7 Thomas, Eric              SO Kansas State            48.50m     159-01 
      48.40m  47.98m  48.15m  47.56m  48.42m  48.50m
  8 Heiman, Jack              SO Mesa CC                 48.46m     159-00 
      48.46m  47.35m  FOUL  45.54m  44.87m  FOUL
  9 Irving, David             FR Dartmouth               48.43m     158-11 
      48.43m  46.47m  47.65m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Boedeker, Michael         SR Marquette               48.06m     157-08 
      45.77m  48.06m  FOUL  FOUL  47.02m  46.25m
 11 Sexton, Jim                  Unat-Tennessee          47.62m     156-03 
      45.89m  47.62m  45.81m  47.42m  44.89m  47.27m
 12 Henry-Marshall, Matthew   SO New Mexico              47.47m     155-09 
      41.33m  43.39m  46.91m  47.47m  43.83m  46.01m
 13 Younger, Kyle             JR Kansas State            45.21m     148-04 




Venue Record: V 78.10m  1986        Jud Logan, New York AC                     
 Meet Record: M 69.24m  1998        Mika Laiho, Arizona State                  
 NCAA Region: # 55.63m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims           
==========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Sexton, Jim                  Unat-Tennessee        # 62.36mq    204-07 
      57.97m  FOUL  62.36m           
	  	  2	  Navarro,	  Tomas	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  #	  60.74mq	  	  	  	  199-­‐03	  
      55.54m  60.08m  60.74m            
  3 Peulich, Paul             SR Manhattan             # 59.90mq    196-06 
      59.36m  FOUL  59.90m            
  4 Post, Collin                 Unattached            # 57.10mq    187-04 
      55.30m  52.28m  57.10m            
  5 Wooten, Richard           JR Tennessee             # 56.76mq    186-03 
      FOUL  56.76m  FOUL            
  6 Mujanovic, Seid           SO Manhattan             # 56.20mq    184-04 
      56.10m  FOUL  56.20m            
  7 Panezich, Nick            JR Tennessee             # 55.98mq    183-08 
      55.98m  FOUL  55.96m            
	  	  8	  Helwig,	  Jeff	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  55.01mq	  	  	  	  180-­‐06	  
      FOUL  55.01m  54.48m            
  9 Lippai, Alex              JR Dartmouth               54.15mq    177-08 
      FOUL  54.15m  FOUL            
 10 Maloney, Matt             JR Tennessee               53.69mq    176-02 
      FOUL  52.95m  53.69m            
 11 Boedeker, Michael         SR Marquette               50.55mq    165-10 
      47.53m  50.55m  FOUL           
	  12	  Haas,	  Andy	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  JR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  50.35m	  	  	  	  	  165-­‐02	  
      49.27m  FOUL  50.35m            
 13 Jonovich, Jarred          FR Mesa CC                 50.24m     164-10 
      50.24m  49.22m  47.91m            
 14 Thomas, Eric              SO Kansas State            49.17m     161-04 
      49.17m  FOUL  48.02m            
 15 Irving, David             FR Dartmouth               48.96m     160-07 
      FOUL  46.10m  48.96m            
 16 Kluge, Jeff               SO Marquette               48.65m     159-07 
      48.65m  43.39m  FOUL            
 17 Reuter, Rich              SR Manhattan               45.80m     150-03 
      45.80m  45.46m  FOUL            
 18 Heim, Michael             JR Marquette               43.79m     143-08 
      FOUL  43.79m  FOUL            
 19 Heiman, Jack              SO Mesa CC                 43.12m     141-06 
      FOUL  43.12m  FOUL            
 20 Younger, Kyle             JR Kansas State            42.96m     140-11 
      41.69m  42.96m  42.12m            
 21 Mathiasmeier, Josh        FR Kansas State            42.94m     140-10 
      FOUL  40.47m  42.94m            
 22 Kusowski, Jonathan        FR Marquette               40.92m     134-03 
      FOUL  FOUL  40.92m            
 -- Henry-Marshall, Matthew   SO New Mexico                FOUL            




Venue Record: V 78.10m  1986        Jud Logan, New York AC                     
 Meet Record: M 69.24m  1998        Mika Laiho, Arizona State                  
 NCAA Region: # 55.63m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
Finals
  1 Sexton, Jim                  Unat-Tennessee          63.57m#    208-07 
      57.97m  FOUL  62.36m  61.47m  63.57m  FOUL
  2 Peulich, Paul             SR Manhattan               61.53m#    201-10 
      59.36m  FOUL  59.90m  59.92m  60.71m  61.53m
	  	  3	  Navarro,	  Tomas	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  60.74m#	  	  	  	  199-­‐03	  
      55.54m  60.08m  60.74m  FOUL  FOUL  58.12m
  4 Wooten, Richard           JR Tennessee               60.42m#    198-03 
      FOUL  56.76m  FOUL  56.76m  57.74m  60.42m
  5 Panezich, Nick            JR Tennessee               58.68m#    192-06 
      55.98m  FOUL  55.96m  57.83m  58.68m  58.12m
  6 Post, Collin                 Unattached              58.28m#    191-02 
      55.30m  58.28m  57.10m  FOUL  55.28m  56.24m
  7 Mujanovic, Seid           SO Manhattan               56.62m#    185-09 
      56.10m  FOUL  56.20m  56.62m  FOUL  55.13m
	  	  8	  Helwig,	  Jeff	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  55.01m	  	  	  	  	  180-­‐06	  
      FOUL  55.01m  54.48m  54.63m  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Lippai, Alex              JR Dartmouth               54.15m     177-08 
      FOUL  54.15m  FOUL  53.64m  FOUL  53.53m
 10 Maloney, Matt             JR Tennessee               53.69m     176-02 
      FOUL  52.95m  53.69m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 11 Boedeker, Michael         SR Marquette               50.55m     165-10 




Venue Record: V 83.70m  1991        Roald Bradstock, Great Britian             
 Meet Record: M 70.14m  2001        John Stiegler, Oregon                      
 NCAA Region: # 61.62m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims           
==========================================================================
Preliminaries
	  	  1	  Roth,	  Brad	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  #	  65.02mq	  	  	  	  213-­‐04	  
      65.02m  61.73m  64.60m            
  2 Fairbanks, Anthony        JR New Mexico              61.60mq    202-01 
      61.60m  57.74m  59.06m            
  3 Seiler, Kyle              SR Kansas State            60.91mq    199-10 
      60.91m  FOUL  FOUL            
  4 Wagner, Matt                 Unattached              59.58mq    195-06 
      FOUL  FOUL  59.58m           
  5 Probst, Josh                 Unattached              59.08mq    193-10 
      56.41m  59.08m  55.44m            
  6 Wunderlich, Tim           JR Dartmouth               59.05mq    193-09 
      59.05m  58.80m  57.92m            
  7 Randjic, Kosta            JR Manhattan               59.02mq    193-08 
      FOUL  59.02m  FOUL            
  8 Hoffman, Adam                Kansas State            58.12mq    190-08 
      57.90m  55.75m  58.12m            
  9 Roe, Chris                FR Dartmouth               57.14mq    187-06 
      57.14m  54.39m  54.04m           
 10 Bleem, Robert             FR Marquette               52.19mq    171-03 
      FOUL  52.19m  49.25m            
 11 Holtz, Brad               JR Tennessee               48.18mq    158-01 
      48.18m  38.15m  45.80m            
 12 Sage, Tom                 SR Marquette               46.33m     152-00 
      44.14m  45.10m  46.33m            
	  13	  Hitchcock,	  Kyle	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SO	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  45.82m	  	  	  	  	  150-­‐04	  
      44.44m  42.96m  45.82m            
 14 Kandel, Michael           FR Mesa CC                 42.03m     137-11 
      42.03m  37.22m  FOUL            
	  15	  Wentz,	  Alexander	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  FR	  Unat-­‐Arizona	  Sta	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  39.96m	  	  	  	  	  131-­‐01	  
      37.52m  38.90m  39.96m           
 -- Maloney, Matt             JR Tennessee                 FOUL            




Venue Record: V 83.70m  1991        Roald Bradstock, Great Britian             
 Meet Record: M 70.14m  2001        John Stiegler, Oregon                      
 NCAA Region: # 61.62m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
Finals
	  	  1	  Roth,	  Brad	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SR	  Arizona	  State	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  69.52m#	  	  	  	  228-­‐01	  
      65.02m  61.73m  64.60m  65.27m  69.52m  63.40m
  2 Fairbanks, Anthony        JR New Mexico              68.55m#    224-11 
      61.60m  57.74m  59.06m  61.76m  65.93m  68.55m
  3 Wagner, Matt                 Unattached              61.82m#    202-10 
      FOUL  FOUL  59.58m  60.10m  FOUL  61.82m
  4 Seiler, Kyle              SR Kansas State            60.91m     199-10 
      60.91m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  53.77m  FOUL
  5 Probst, Josh                 Unattached              59.08m     193-10 
      56.41m  59.08m  55.44m  FOUL  53.42m  FOUL
  6 Wunderlich, Tim           JR Dartmouth               59.05m     193-09 
      59.05m  58.80m  57.92m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Randjic, Kosta            JR Manhattan               59.02m     193-08 
      FOUL  59.02m  FOUL  FOUL  58.06m  58.74m
  8 Hoffman, Adam                Kansas State            58.33m     191-04 
      57.90m  55.75m  58.12m  58.33m  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Roe, Chris                FR Dartmouth               57.14m     187-06 
      57.14m  54.39m  54.04m  53.38m  56.63m  55.88m
 10 Bleem, Robert             FR Marquette               53.13m     174-04 
      FOUL  52.19m  49.25m  53.13m  50.46m  51.97m
 11 Holtz, Brad               JR Tennessee               48.18m     158-01 
      48.18m  38.15m  45.80m  PASS  PASS  PASS
Licensed to Arizona State University   Hy-Tek's Meet Manager 3/22/2008 10:23 PM
             Baldy Castillo Invitational - 3/21/2008 to 3/22/2008              
                     Joe Selleh Track at Sun Angel Stadium                     
                                    Results                                    
Venue Record: V 11.13  1985        Merlene Ottey, Los Angeles TC               
 Meet Record: M 11.27  1998        Kwajalein Butler, LSU                       
 NCAA Region: # 11.75                                                          
Venue Record: V 22.96  2005        Monique Henderson, UCLA                     
 Meet Record: M 23.28  2000        Donica Merriman, Ohio State                 
 NCAA Region: # 23.96                                                          
